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similar to its action on the skin. The degree of injury may vary from
mild degenerative changes to complete necrosis of the cornea. In patients
who have been severely burned by the vapour, both the eyelids and the
conjunctiva show an intense inflammatory reaction. The conjunctiva is
swollen, oedcmalous, and bright red from injection of the blood-vessels.
At this stage the injury to the cornea is not obvious and can only be
detected by careful examination. When a greater degree of injury has
occurred the conjunctiva in the interpalpebral aperture appears as a
dead white band across the eye, as a result of coagulative oedema com-
pressing the blood-vessels. The portions of the membrane which arc
protected by the upper and lower lids show at the same time marked
congestion of the blood-vessels. There may be also chernosis of such
intensity as to result in the protrusion of the oedcmatous conjunctiva
between the lids. Similarly the exposed part of the cornea is markedly
affected. It loses its lustre, appears grey and hazy, and when viewed
with a bright light and magnifying glass shows a blurred 'window reflex'
and stippled surface. This contrasts with the protected parts of the cornea
which retain their bright and smooth appearance. The constriction of
the vessels on either side of the cornea may seriously interfere with the
nutrition of this tissue, and secondary infection is liable to follow.
Owing to the intense inflammatory reaction the pupil is contracted.
At a slightly later stage, if secondary infection of the devitalized cornea
occurs, corneal ulceration develops, and the subsequent spread of
infection to the interior of the eye may lead ultimately to panophthal-
mitis.
After a moderately severe degree of burning resolution is shown by
gradual subsidence of the vascular injection and absorption of the
oedema. This is accompanied by regeneration of the corneal epithelium,
which regains its normal lustre. In very severe cases resolution is first
apparent in those parts of the eye which have been protected by the lids.
In this situation there is a gradual disappearance of the oedema and
vascular congestion. At the same time the solid oedema in the inter-
palpebral aperture gradually becomes absorbed, and the blood-vessels
in this area now become injected. At this stage there is a limited central
band of vascular congestion, and the eye presents an appearance similar
to that seen after very slight exposure to the vapour. The cornea now
becomes smooth and regains its lustre, but, although it may show a
clear light reflex on its surface, a few grey superficial nebulae may
persist for some weeks. Ultimately the corneal epithelium is regener-
ated, its transparency returns, and unchanged visual acuity results.
During the War 1914 to 1918, although in the greater proportion of the
mustard-gas casualties the eyes suffered, the vast majority of the cases
were slight and of short duration. In this campaign, however, the
methods used for the distribution of mustard gas were such as to pro-
duce injuries mostly from vapour. Ulceration of the cornea occurred in
a few cases only, and panophthalmitis was exceedingly rare. The latter
condition occurred mainly in cases in which the liquid was splashed in

